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Cutting-edge document management

The health insurance provider Siemens-Betriebskrankenkasse (SBK) is saving 
its customers the trouble of mailing their documents. From now on, they can 
instead use the mobile app Document Direct to quickly and securely send 
everything from the comfort of their own homes.

AT A GLANCE

• INdusTry
 Company health insurance (> 1 million customers)
• INITIAL sITuATIoN
 SBK already has a successful system for digitizing incoming mail 
 using EMC2 Captiva and NOVO Mail. All incoming documents 
	 (letters,	faxes,	emails)	are	already	efficiently	processed	and	
	 archived	in	a	revision-safe	format	through	the	same	workflow.	
 With customer demands changing and mobile devices such 
 as smartphones and tablets becoming more common and 
 increasingly important, SBK decides to expand its digitization 
	 strategy	to	add	a	complete	multichannel	offering.	
• TAsk
 In response to customers’ new mobile lifestyles, a new, cutting-
 edge communications channel is needed, gradually replacing the 
 old postal system. The solution should be fast, secure and simple 
 to meet customers’ needs.
• soLuTIoN
 SBK customers are now able to quickly, securely and easily send 
	 sick	notes	and	study	certificates	to	SBK	using	the	Document	
 Direct  app, simply by photographing the documents on their 
 smartphones. The app also includes a personal archive which 
 customers can use to view, store or delete sent documents. 
 The app represents an additional input channel for SBK’s input 
 management system which integrates perfectly into all existing 
 processes. Data protection is a key focus, guaranteed by a secure 
 transmission system and a protected archive.
• rEsuLTs   
 SBK customers now have a new way to send documents to their 
 health insurer, saving on postage costs and without having to leave 
 their homes. This self-service approach means that employees 
 involved with downstream processes also see their workload 
	 reduced.	Document	Direct	is	a	time-effective	method	of	digitizing	
	 SBK’s	processes	and	offering	customers	a	convenient,	attractive	
 service.
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INITIAL sITuATIoN

Mobile applications, or apps, are now an indispens-
able part of everyday life. This is as true for the health 
sector	 as	 anywhere	else:	 countless	 fitness	 and	diet	
apps rely on the entertainment factor 
in particular. With Document Direct, 
Siemens-Betriebskrankenkasse (SBK) is 
launching	 an	 app	 which	 simplifies	
communication between business and 
buyer. SBK allows its customers to 
quickly and conveniently serve them-
selves using a fast, secure document 
submission app. This makes for 
significant	 added	 value	 for	 customers	
while also simplifying SBK’s processes. 
SBK is therefore able to guarantee top-
quality customer service – regardless of 
the customer’s preferred channel. 

GoALs

SBK	 wants	 to	 offer	 its	 customers	 a	 fast,	 secure,	
simple service. Customers choose how they make 
contact with SBK: by mail, telephone or email. SBK 
now clears a new path using its app: from now on, 
customers can use it to send sick notes and stu-
dy	 certificates	 directly	 to	 the	 company.	 Sensitive	
customer and social security data is sent through a 
secure	channel.	SBK	customers	benefit	 from	a	self-
service approach using a modern design and an 
intuitive interface, while SBK’s internal processes are 
streamlined and automated.

doCuMENT dIrECT – THE AddEd-
VALuE sErVICE For sBk CusToMErs

AuTHENTICATIoN ProCEss
The Document Direct app can only be used by SBK 
customers, who must register using their insurance 
number	 on	 first	 use.	 This	 is	 part	 of	 a	 one-time	
authentication process. The user is then asked to 
enter their cellphone number. A customer will only 
be contacted by an SBK employee if a submitted 
document proves to be unreadable.
On the next screen, the user can choose to enter ad-
ditional	details	such	as	their	first	name,	last	name	and	
email address. This is entirely optional and not an es-
sential requirement for using the app. If these details 
are provided, SBK can use them to contact the user 
with questions about submitted documents. Once 

the user agrees to the data protection guidelines and 
to receiving communications from SBK, their details 
are checked by the system. If they are successfully 
identified	as	a	customer,	the	authentication	process	
is complete and the SBK service is ready to use.
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FuNCTIoNs
After the authentication process, the user is taken to 
the home screen.

Function 1: 
Photograph and submit documents
By selecting the green “Get started” button”, the user is 
taken to the photograph-and-submit tool.

First, the customer can choose whether to send a 
sick	 note	 or	 a	 study	 certificate.	 After	 selecting	 the	
document type, they must use the smartphone’s 
camera function to take a photograph, then crop it 
so that the photo only shows the actual document. If 
the resulting photograph is high-quality and readable, 
it can be sent to the insurer by pressing the button 
marked “Yes, send”.

Function 2: 
Personal archive
After the document has been successfully submitted, 
the user is taken to the “Sent documents” view. This 
is a personal archive where documents can be stored 
(for at least 3 months) and deleted if necessary.

THE ProCEss

One key component of the Document Direct app is 
NOVO Mobile, the smart personalized enterprise app 
solution. During processing, the photo/document 
is received by NOVO Mail and handed over to the 
central OCR server where data is automatically 
extracted.	 (More	 specifically,	 all	 relevant	 data	 that	

can be found in the photo will be 
extracted,	 as	 defined	 in	 advance	 by	
SBK.) The submitted document, along 
with all associated extracted infor-
mation, is passed on to the SBK 
archive for revision-safe archiving. Once 
the document is safely stored, additio-
nal processes are triggered depending 
on the document type, creating a new 
case within SBK’s mailroom system. At 
this time, the document is also stored 
within the customer’s digital record, 
so that all customer communication 
is available for follow-up contact and 
inquiries and so that employees always 

have access to the information they need. Since the 
system always makes use of existing interfaces, it 
integrates	 flawlessly	 with	 the	 archive,	 the	 mailbox	
system and the specialist application iskv_21c, ensuring 
system-wide data transparency.

Document Direct 
home screen

Photographing and sending documents

Sent documents view

Process diagram

Input management 
system Mailbox

Archive

21 c

secure, medium-independent synchronisation 
with business processes
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The app integrates fully into the existing system 
environment, taking existing processes into account. 
This means it is also not necessary to adjust any 
systems or add extra features. 

AdVANTAGEs To CusToMErs

• Guarantees that personal details are securely 
 transmitted to SBK
•	 Fast,	time-effective	means	of	communicating	
 with SBK
• Use in the comfort of your own home, save on 
 postage costs
• Ease of use and user-friendliness
• Personal archive: all documents are stored within 
 the app, customers have access to them wherever 
 they go

Imagine you’re lying at home in bed, feeling sick and 
tired, knowing you need to send an urgent sick note 
to your health insurer. With Document Direct, there’s 
no	need	to	get	up	and	go	to	the	nearest	post	office.	
Instead, just pick up your smartphone and use the 
simplest, most painless method of sending the 
document directly to the insurer.

AdVANTAGEs To sBk

• Outstanding customer service thanks to a new 
 customer communication tool
• Seamlessly integrates into existing processes and 
	 workflows
• Allows automation of process steps for faster 
 processing

doCuMENT dIrECT GENErAL 
INForMATIoN:

• Additional service for SBK customers only
• For iOS version 7 and above
• For Android version 4.0.1 and above (optimized 
	 for	specific	devices)

Additional updates are currently being developed for 
Document Direct. In future, it should be possible to 
submit additional document types.

THE CusToMEr 
siemens-Betriebskrankenkasse 
(www.sbk.org)
With over 1,500 employees, Siemens-Betriebskranken-
kasse (SBK) is one of Germany’s largest company health 
insurance	providers.	With	over	one	hundred	offices,	SBK	is	
one of the 20 largest statutory health insurance providers 
in the country. Over one million customers rely on the 
competent advice, multiple-award-winning customer service 
and outstanding services provided by SBK.

inovoo is	a	highly	specialized	partner	in	the	fields	of	email	
management, scanning solutions, multichannel manage-
ment (customer dialog, customer correspondence), 
process automation and mobile solutions. We provide 
products and solutions for our customers that 
cover the entire spectrum of input management, 
output management, and everything in between – 
and all from one source. We guarantee 100% 
integrated	 and	 effective	 solutions	 for	 all	 channels,	
including traditional mails and faxes, email and web 
services, and even mobile end devices. The result: 
nothing	 less	 than	highly	efficient	automatic	processing.	 WANT To LEArN 

MorE ABouT us?
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